Abstract. It is conjectured that for H°° the Bass stable rank (bsr) is 1 and the topological stable rank (tsr) is 2 . bsr(H°°) = 1 if and only if for every (/i > fi) G H°° x H°° which is a corona pair (i.e., there exist g, , g2 e H°°s uch that f]g1 + f2g2 = 1 ) there exists age H°° such that /j + f2g e
Introduction
In [1] , Bass introduced the notion called the Bass stable rank. This is an algebraic invariant of a ring which he discovered was useful in studying the algebraic A^-theory of a ring. In [16] , Rieffel introduced the notion called the topological stable rank. This is a functional analytic invariant of a Banach algebra, i.e., it is defined using both the analytic and the algebraic structure. Rieffel noted that the topological stable rank dominates the Bass stable rank. This fact and the analytic definition of the topological stable rank made the application of .K-theoretical methods to Banach algebras more tractable. In particular, Rieffel found it useful in studying the AT-theory of C* -algebras.
In his introduction of the topological stable rank, Rieffel made many initial observations and raised many questions concerning its relationship to the Bass stable rank. One of these questions was answered in [11] , where Herman and Vaserstein showed that the two stable ranks are equal for C*-algebras. Another of these questions was answered independently in [8] by Corach and Suárez and in [ 12] by Jones, Marshall, and Wolff, who demonstrated that in general the two stable ranks can be different. They did this by showing that the Bass stable rank of the disk algebra is 1 while noting that the topological stable rank is 2.
The work by Corach et al, was part of continuing work [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] in the study of stable rank questions about Banach algebras, especially uniform algebras. One question which they raise and leave unanswered is: what is the Bass stable rank of the algebra of bounded analytic functions in the unit disk. In this article I will present work towards an answer to this question and the related topological stable rank question.
In § 1 an approximate inner-outer factorization theorem is proved: the products of Blaschke products and invertibles form a dense subset of H°° . This is used in later sections to reduce questions about H°° to ones about Blaschke products. Finite products of interpolating Blaschke products are shown to be uniformly approximable by interpolating Blaschke products and to be characterized by the sizes of the sets where they are small.
In §2 it is shown that the corona pairs are dense in pairs containing an interpolating Blaschke product. Using the approximate inner-outer factorization, a necessary and sufficient condition for tsr(H°°) = 2 to hold is that corona pairs be dense in pairs of Blaschke products. Together, these imply: if the uniform closure of the interpolating Blaschke products contains the Blaschke products, then tsr(//°°) = 2.
In §3, a necessary and sufficient condition is found for a corona pair (/j, f2) to be reducible to exp(//°°), the connected component of the identity in the invertibles. The condition is a natural one-log fx must be boundedly analytically definable for f2 sufficiently small. Some special cases of corona pairs are shown to satisfy this condition, e.g., for f2 a finite product of interpolating Blaschke products. Not all corona pairs are reducible to e\p(H°°), but to show that bsr(//°°) = 1 it suffices to show that corona pairs of the form (b, f), where b is a Blaschke product, are reducible.
In §4, an alternate view of reducibility questions is looked at. For b an inner function, the compressed analytic Toeplitz operators on K = H QbH make K into an H°°-module. It is shown that a row (/,,...,/", b) of functions in H°°g enerate H°° as an ideal if and only if the compressed row (C, ,... ,CA of operators on K generate B(K) as an ideal. The following statement thus makes sense, and is proved: a unimodular row {fx, ... , fn,b) is reducible if and only if the unimodular row of compressed analytic Toeplitz operators (Cf , ... , Cf ) may be lifted to a unimodular row of analytic Toeplitz operators.
0. Preliminaries 0.1. Stable rank definitions and propositions. Let R be a ring with identity. Rn , the «-tuples from R, forms and i?-bimodule under the usual operations.
The left unimodular rows in Rn are the «-tuples which generate R as a left ideal, i.e., U5n{R) = {(r,.)" e Rn : Rr{ + • • • + Rrn = R} . The equality Rr{ + -h Rrn = R is equivalent to the existence of an «-tuple (s¿)" e i?" such that s\r\ "•-^ 5nrn = ^ä • The n#^ unimodular rows in i?" are similarly defined as RUn(Ä) = {(r;)j e Rn : rxR + ■ ■ ■ + rnR = R), and the unimodular rows are Un(.R) = LUn(.R) n RU"(.R). If R is a commutative ring, then of course Un(R) = LUn(R) = RUn{R). Clearly (R)~[, the set of invertible elements of R, is just U,(ü).
If (r/)"+1 is an (« + l)-tuple, then it is /e/f reducible if there exists an «-tuple (¿(.)" such that (r¡■ + b¡rn+l) is in LUn(Ä). In this situation it is said that (r,)"*1 is left reducible to{ri + ¿,-rn+1)" . Note that if (r.)"+1 is left reducible, then in fact (>",)"+ is already in LUn+1(iî) ; this concept is only applied to left unimodular rows. Right reducibility is similarly defined, and a unimodular row is reducible if it is both left and right reducible.
For a positive integer n , R is said to be left n-stable if every (« + l)-tuple in LUn+l(R) is left reducible. The left Bass stable rank of R, lbsr(i?), is the smallest positive integer such that R is left «-stable, if such an n exists; otherwise it is said to be infinite. The right Bass stable rank of R, rbsr(i?) may be analogously defined. However, it is a theorem of ring theory [17] that rbsr(i?) = lbsr(Ä). Hereafter, this quantity will be referred to as just the Bass stable rank of R, bsr(.R).
Let A be a Banach algebra. The ^-bimodule A" is a Banach algebra under coordinate-wise operations with the norm defined by IKfl,-)"!^» -■ max( \\a¡\\A .
For a positive integer « , A is said to be left n-topologically stable if LUn(A) is dense in A" . The left topological stable rank of A , Itsr(A), is the smallest positive integer « such that A is left «-topologically stable, if such an n exists; otherwise it is said to be infinite. The right topological stable rank of A , rtsr(^) is analogously defined. It is an open question as to whether ltsr(^) and rtsr(^) may be different. When A is a commutative Banach algebra, then they are equal and this quantity will be referred to as just the topological stable rank of A, tsr{A).
The following theorems should introduce the reader to the type of results that are known about stable rank problems. The first is the basic result that the Bass stable rank is dominated by the topological stable rank.
Theorem 0.1 [16] . Let A be a Banach algebra with identity and n a positive integer. If A is left n-topologically stable, then A is right n-stable. Similarly, if A is right n-topologically stable, then A is left n-stable. Thus, bsr(^i) < min{ltsr(^), nsr(^)}.
Often, topological methods come strongly into play. For X a compact space, let dimX be the covering dimension of X (see [14] ). The "floor" function is l/J = the greatest integer < r.
Theorem 0.2 [17] . bsr(CK(A')) = dim* + 1 and bsr(Cc(X)) = LjdimXJ + 1.
In proving this theorem, Vaserstein implicitly used the ideas that Rieffel makes explicit in his definition of the topological stable rank. So Vaserstein's proof also shows that bsr(CR(X)) = tsr(CR(X)) and bsr(Cc(X)) = tsr(Cc(X)).
Two generalizations of this theorem follow. First, for communtative Banach algebras:
Theorem 0.3 [5] . Let A be a complex commutative Banach algebra with identity, and let MA be the maximal ideal space of A with the Gelfand topology. Then bsr(^)< L^dimA/J + 1.
// A is also a regular Banach algebra {the hull-kernel topology coincides with the Gelfand topology on MA ) then equality holds, bsr{A) = [^ dim MA\ + 1.
Second, for some noncommutative Banach algebras:
Theorem 0.4 [11] . If A is a C*-algebra with identity, then bsr{A) = tsr(A).
But, in general, the two stable ranks may differ:
Theorem 0.5 [8, 12] . bsr(¿(D)) = 1 and tsr(A(B>)) = 2.
Remark 0.6. My main reference for this section is Rieffel [16] , wherein a general introduction is given to these ideas. Another good reference for these ideas are [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] by Corach, Larotonda, and Suárez, wherein they exploit the use of topological methods. The terms corona pairs and corona data are used for elements of U2(H°°) and Un{H°°) because of the following: Theorem 0.7 (corona theorem [3] ). An n-tuple (f¡)" e (H°°)n is a unimodular row if and only if infz6D max;. \f(z)\ = S0 > 0. p(z,w)
Some approximation and interpolation theorems
Some basic tools for the calculations in the following sections will be approximation and interpolation theorems. It is because H°° has such a rich structure, as seen in [10] , that the following calculations are possible. Theorem 1.1. The set 33 ■ (i/°°)_1 = {bh: b is a Blaschke product, h is invertible} is dense in H°° .
Note. This may be viewed as an approximate inner-outer factorization, as (H°°)~l is contained in the outer functions. Proof. Let (g¡)" be a corona solution, i.e., fg{ -\-^ f"g" -1 • Approximate each g¡ by a btkt € SS ■ (H°°yl such that \\(gt -bfifiW < l/(2n||(^||). Thus i -53>î*i*i|| = ||5Z/#ft -X;/Afci|| < «iiwîii ii(*/ -*#^)7n < 1/2. So * -Y^ffiiki is invertible and (é¡(*/*-1))" is a corona solution of the desired form. D
The usefulness of this theorem is apparent from the fact that multiplying a unimodular row by an invertible leaves it unimodular. In later sections this will reduce questions involving general functions in H°° to questions involving just Blaschke products. This proposition can be used to prove the following result about reducibility in H°°. The following theorems are work towards answering this question. As with many results on interpolating Blaschke products, these theorems may already be known, but may not be in the literature. The first result has been stated without proof in [4] . Proposition 1.6. The interpolating Blaschke products are uniformly dense in the finite products of interpolating Blaschke products.
A product of two interpolating Blaschke products, say BiB2, can be approximated by carefully factoring B2 = BaBb, so that there exists a small ô > 0 such that BrBa(Bb -<5)/(l -ôBb) is an interpolating Blaschke product. The details which show that this can be done follow from Carleson's characterization of interpolating Blaschke products, [2] or [10, p. 287].
The next proposition extends results of Kerr-Lawson [13] . Let ô = ôxô2 ■ ■ ■ ôN . These choices of ô , e, and (zn) can be shown to satisfy condition 2. Proof. The hypothesis implies 33 x 33 c 33 xj^ . But 33 x J* c H°° xj^ c U2(H°°) is true, the last containment being Theorem 2.1. Hence we would have 33 x33 c U2(H°°), which is the hypothesis for the previous theorem. D
Reducibility of corona pairs
In asking that bsr(^4(B)) be calculated, Rieffel was looking for an example of a Banach algebra A such that bsr(J) ^ tsr(A). When Corach and Suárez [8] and Jones, Marshall and Wolff [12] independently showed that bsr(^4(D)) = 1, Rieffel's hunch was confirmed, as tsr(/4(0)) = 2. That the disk algebra A(B) should provide such an example is suggested by the fact that both the algebra of complex polynomials and the algebra of entire functions have Bass stable rank of 1. Corach and Suárez have conjectured that bsr(//°°) = 1 also, thus adding this complex algebra to the list. This section represents my work towards this calculation.
The difficulty in calculating bsr(i/°°) seems to be tied to the complexity of the set (H°°)~l. For a commutative Banach algebra with identity, A, the connected component of the identity in A~ is just exp(A). In the case of the disk algebra, A(B)~: = e\p(A(B)), because for / g j4(0)-the logarithm log / may be continuously, and thus boundedly, defined on D. For / G (//°°)_1 the logarithm is definable, but may be unbounded (a specific example of this is given in §3.2). So (//°°)_1 is disconnected.
The use of bounded logarithms is implicit in proofs of bsr(A(B)) = 1. In §3.1 these ideas are generalized to reducibility to the connected component of identity in (/f°°)_1. In §3.2, reducibility to other components is studied. Because (/ , f2) is a corona pair, a0 > 0. Let M -\\(e -/,)//||, so \eh{z) -f(z)\ < M\f2(z)\ for all z eB.
Reducibility to exp(H°°).
Let S = min{<50, ô0/{2M)}. By the maximum principle, the connected components of {z G D: |/(z)| < S} are simply connected. So log/ may be analytically defined on {|/2| < a} as / never vanishes on the set. In the following calculations, each logarithm is analytic on {\f2\ < a} , and well defined up to 2nik , k G Z, k constant on each component of {|/2| < 6}.
h -log/ = log j y ) + 2nik = log j 1 + ~ }y J + 2nik. ( c an absolute constant). These choices of *F and u make « = ¥ log / -w/2 analytic on D by satisfying the d-equation (2), and thus h G H°° because The general case follows from a normal families argument: given / H°° with ||log/|L|y,<¿, finite, the functions fx{rz) and /2(rz) are analytic in a neighborhood of B, for r < 1. For such r, take «( G //°° such that (eh (z) -fy{rz))lf2(rz) G i/00 , with both collections of functions having uniform bounds depending only on S, l|l°g/ll{|/|<(5}. 11/11 » and U/H , using (3) and (4). For some sequence rn / 1, the functions h{z) = limn h^n'(z) and (eh -/)// are in H°° , with the same respective bounds. D
The above proof is reminiscent of the proof in [12] that bsr(A(B)) = 1. However, the method of using Carleson measures is needed to pass from ,4(0) to H°° . The theorem is motivated by the following three corollaries, each of which had been proved by different methods, and each of which has the curious similarity that its original proof involved reducing a corona pair to exp(//°°). The theorem demonstrates that this was not accidental, and indeed classifies its occurrences.
Corollary 3.2 [9] . Let (/ , /) be a corona pair with / G A{B). Then (/ , /) is reducible to exp(i/°°). The components of {|/| < ô0} are simply connected sets on which log/ and log/? may be analytically defined such that P-fi logp-log/| = log 1 + / < , 1 .71 l0g2^ '6 (similar to the first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1). To show that log/ is bounded on a subset of {|/| < <50}, it thus suffices to show that log/? is bounded there.
Since / G H°° , a nonzero nontangential limit of f2(z) exists at a.e. e' G iß dB. For all but countably many e G dB and all j, the function / does iß not vanish on any of the line segments [z , e ), because / has countably many zeroes on B and |/(z)| ^0. Take e'e° e dB satisfying both of these conditions, so that inf{|/(z)| : z G [Zj, eW°), 1 < j < N} = <?, > 0.
Let ô = min{¿0, ¿J and S = B\\J^=l[Zj, e' °)> wnicn is simply connected and contains {\f2\ < ôx} .
The polynomial p does not vanish on S, so log/? may be analytically defined on S. Take analytic branches of the logarithm so that logp(z) -loga + J2i=i l°g(2 -zj) • But arg(z -z ) = Im log(z -z ) has variation 2n on 5, as a line segment from Zj to <9D has been removed. So log p may be defined so that | arg/>(z)| < n + 2^V.
Thus, one may analytically define log/? on {|/| < S} , so that |log/?(z)| < |log|/?(z)|| + |arg/?(z)| < max{log IIpII , -log(á0/2)} + n + 2^V.
Thus log/ may also be boundedly analytically defined on {|/| < 3} . Apply Theorem 1.1 gave a method of generating invertible functions which were not necessarily in exp(7/°°), so the following theorem is not bothered by the disconnectedness of (#°°)-. 
Contradiction. D
The above proof is a minor extension ofthat of Nikol'skiï [15, Lecture III.3] wherein the spectrum of a single operator, C,, is computed. In fact, if one wished to refer to a "joint spectrum" in this noncommutative Banach algebra, then the theorem which Nikol'skii gives is the case « = 1 of the following Then the following are equivalent:
1. {fx,... , fn,b) is reducible.
2. The unimodular row of compressed analytic Toeplitz operators, (C,)" may be lifted to a unimodular row of analytic Toeplitz operators, {TF )" . That is, there exist Fx, ... , Fn g H°° such that (TF,...,TF) G Un{B(H2)) and Cf = PKTF \K = CF , for 1 < / < n. Hence, if bsx{H°°) < n, then all unimodular rows, of length n, of compressed analytic Toeplitz operators may be lifted to unimodular rows of analytic Toeplitz operators. In particular, if bs^/f00) = 1 then invertibles may be lifted to invertibles. Proof. Suppose that (/,...,/, b) is reducible to {fx-bhx, ... , fn-bhn) G U"(/0 , with Ufi -bht)gt = 1. Then £ Tf¡_bhTg¡ = £ TgTf¡_bh¡ = IH>.
Hence {Tf_bh)\ G \Jn{B{H2)) and Cf_bh =Cf,for 1 < i < n. Conversely, suppose that condition 2 holds. Similarly to the proof of the previous theorem, the equation T*Fkx = /^(A)*^ and the corona theorem can be used to show that (TF)"X g \Jn{B{H2)) implies that (Ftf G Un{H°°). As 0 = Cf -CF = Cf_F , then for some h¡ G H°° , / -F¡ = bh¡, for 1 < / < n. Thus (/ ,..'., / ,' b) is reducible to (/ -bhfi = (Ffi G U"(//°°). D is [15] .
